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Going beyond just basic 
automation pays dividends
for the best companies.

62%

32%

greater early 
payment savings

38% decrease in  Days 
Payable Outstanding

3X

62%
38%

3X
More than

increase in  cash flow

50% enable suppliers to 
submit electronic 
invoices

45% use automated 
notification 
of errors

41% use automated 
entry and extraction 
of invoice data

36% rely on enrichment 
of extracted data

begin or expand usage 
of cloud/SaaS solutions

What dries up the liquidity lifeline?

Competitive Edge of Best-in-Class

36%
can’t find paper invoices 35%

too slow to reconcile 
accounts and 
process exceptions

22%
can’t capture early 
payment discounts

It’s true that many companies have already embraced automation across 
their employee spend activity. But the best companies are going beyond 
automation to get the liquidity lifeline flowing again and ensure they can 
see the condition of waters ahead.

The Aberdeen Group calls the Payables 
department every company’s “lifeline 
to liquidity.” In the whole ecosystem of 
employee spend – which includes 
employee expenses, travel spend and 
invoice costs - Payables is literally the 
captain of cash flow. But Payables is 
even more important than that: they 
have the ability to forecast what money 
will be coming in and what is about 
to go out.

Read more in this Aberdeen Group 
Whitepaper – From the Shadows 
to the Forefront: AP Automation 

and the Strategic Vision

Source: Aberdeen Group, Inc

About Concur
Concur is a leading provider of integrated travel and expense 
management solutions. Through Concur’s open platform, the 
entire travel and expense ecosystem of customers, suppliers, 
and developers can access and extend Concur’s T&E cloud. 
Concur’s systems adapt to individual employee preferences 
and scale to meet the needs of companies from small to large. 
Learn more at www.concur.co.uk or the Concur blog.

Survey Information
This analyst insight is based on survey responses of 
over 100 financial services executives actively involved 
in the payments space. Source: Aberdeen Group, Inc
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https://www.concur.co.uk/resources/aberdeen-ap-automation-and-strategic-vision?pid=loc_social&cid=jhook_social_share_infographic_20141217 
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